And over here is where you'll be sitting.

I'm really excited to get you working on the database.

Yes, I am excited, too.

You are just at the tip of database use for paper cup selling.

Everyone will be doing the drinking from paper cups.

Really, I had no idea we could scrape social media data and combine it with our marketing database to gain insights on our customers.

Oh, I will be scraping and combining like no person's business.

Yeah, that'd be great...

It is so good to be gainfully employed and on straight and the narrow. No more running into that Prudence and Stoopid Birdy...

Hiya, Svinya.

Scraa.

What I do?

Boys, just because you can do something, doesn't mean you should. Did you run these big data analytics through your company's ethical framework?

Do you have any idea how many global laws you're about to break?

Before you start any project with personal data, you need to perform a privacy impact analysis!

And Svinya, nice mustache. Maybe it'll keep your nose clean.

Nyet!